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About Newfound Research
Newfound Research LLC is a quantitative investment and research firm dedicated to 
helping investors pro-actively navigate the risks of investing through thought 
leadership and investment acumen.

To build more resilient portfolios, we seek to diversify across the investment axes of 
what, how, and when.

• Newfound Research was founded in August 2008 to offer quantitative investment 
research.

• Over time, our capabilities evolved to include the design of custom mandate portfolios, the 
development of tactical overlay solutions, and sub-advisory services.

• In December 2013, we began offering discretionary asset management services with 
portfolios directly advised by Newfound.
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Diversification Goes Beyond 
Just What We Invest In
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What

How

When

How are we making the 
investment decisions?

“Payoff Diversification”

When are we making the 
decisions?

“Opportunity Diversification”

What are we investing in?
• Asset class
• Geographic region

“Correlation diversification”
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THE RISK OF 
LIQUIDITY
CASCADES
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Are the Tails Getting Fatter?
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Excess Tail Weight of S&P 500

Source: Bloomberg. Calculations by Newfound Research. Excess Tail Weight seeks to capture a robust estimate of kurtosis, a statistical measure used to describe
the degree to which values cluster in the tails or peak of a distribution. Higher kurtosis implies a larger probability of seeing larger values. Excess Tail Weight is the
average of KR2, KR3, and KR4 measures in On More Robust Estimation of Skewness and Kurtosis: Simulation and Application to the S&P 500 Index (Kim & White,
2003). Measures are calculated using an expanding window of non-overlapping, weekly returns of the S&P 500 Total Return index (SPXT).

The extremes are getting more extreme.

• Realized returns in U.S. equity 
markets have become increasingly 
fat-tailed over the last two decades.

• Increasing fat tails imply a higher 
probability of seeing more extreme 
returns – both positive and negative.

• The abnormal calm of 2017 and the 
chaos of March 2020 may be 
symptoms of the same, underlying 
changes within markets.
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Central banks have moved from “referee” to active player in financial markets

• Policy Action
• Narrative Economics

The Growth of Passive Investing

• Decreasing liquidity from “indexed” basket trading
• Indexed flow expresses a divergent, momentum trade
• Commoditization of access to different markets

Growing scope of volatility-contingent strategies

• “Tail wagging dog” influence of derivatives
• Crowding effects in equities

6

Liquidity Cascades: What’s Moving Markets?What’s Moving Markets Today?
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Central Bank Intervention
Central banks have moved from referee to 
participant in the markets, stepping in to 
create stability and provide liquidity.

Rapid, Forced Liquidations
High-frequency traders hit capital constraints 
and reduce liquidity.

Banks, dealers, and other institutions hit risk 
limits and are forced to sell or hedge 
positions.

Many target-risk strategies are forced to sell 
simultaneously.

“There is No Alternative” Effect
With suppressed interest rates, investors are 
forced to pursue higher risk assets and strategies 
to meet return targets.

Demand for riskier assets creates a perpetual bid 
and suppresses both realized and implied 
volatility.

Suppressed interest rates force investors to use 
markets as a savings vehicle, tightening the link 
between markets and the economy.

Volatility-Contingent Strategies
To manage risk, investors adopt strategies that 
vary exposure based upon market volatility.

As volatility drops, leverage in these strategies 
increases, leading to crowded equity allocations.

The more suppressed volatility becomes, the 
more sensitive these strategies become to 
sudden changes in volatility.

Exogenous Shock
An external, unexpected shock causes the 
market to rapidly reprice securities and 
volatility to spike.

4.

3.

5.

1.

2.
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Forced Up the Risk Curve

Real dollar liabilities force investors to 
bear more risk in a low interest rate world.

• Endowments
• Pensions
• Insurance companies
• Individual investors

Markets become a savings vehicle.

• Market and economy become more 
tightly linked through wealth effect.
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The Bond Problem
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Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. Analysis provided by Newfound Research. 1963 is the first year for the information presented because 1953 is the first date with monthly 10-year
constant maturity interest rate data. Data is through 6/30/20.

Past performance does not guarantee future results. The 10-Year U.S. Treasuries index is a constant maturity index calculated by assuming a 10-year bond is purchased at the beginning of
every month and sold at the end of that month to purchase a new bond at par at the beginning of the next month. You cannot invest directly in an index and unmanaged index returns do not
reflect any fees, expenses or sales charges. The referenced index is shown for general market comparisons and is not meant to represent any Newfound index or strategy. No representation is
being made that any fund or account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown on this page. R2 is the coefficient of determination, which ranges between 0 and 1, inclusive,
and represents the proportion of variation that is explained by the linear model. It is used in conjunction with other data to judge how well a model fits a set of data.

10-Year Rate 
9/30/2019

10-Year Rate 
12/31/2020 10-Year

Rate 
9/30/2019

What is the opportunity
cost of holding bonds in
a low yield environment?

Past:

• Bonds served the role of income generator, 
diversifier, and even “safe haven” asset 
during equity crises.

Present:

• Bond yields are trading at historic lows, 
offering little income potential.

• Bond yields would have to go significantly 
negative to offer similar protection as past 
crises.

Future:

• Are there other exposures that allocators 
can use to replace traditional fixed income 
exposure?
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Important Disclosure
Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the Newfound
Risk Managed U.S. Growth Fund. This and other important information about the Fund is contained in the
prospectus, which can be obtained by calling 1-855-394-9777. The prospectus should be read carefully before
investing. The Newfound Risk Managed U.S. Growth Fund is distributed by Northern Lights Distributors, LLC,
Member FINRA/SIPC. Newfound Research LLC is not affiliated with Northern Lights Distributors, LLC.

Risk Factors

There is no assurance that any Fund will achieve its investment objectives.

Mutual Funds involve risk including the possible loss of principal. ETFs are subject to specific risks, depending on the
nature of the underlying strategy of the fund. These risks could include liquidity risk, sector risk, as well as risks
associated with fixed income securities, real estate investments, and commodities, to name a few. Typically, a rise in
interest rates causes a decline in the value of fixed income securities. A higher Fund turnover will result in higher
transactional and brokerage costs.

Like all quantitative analysis, the adviser's investment model carries a risk that the mathematical model used might be
based on one or more incorrect assumptions. No assurance can be given that the fund will be successful under all or
any market conditions. Overall equity and fixed income securities market risks affect the value of the Fund. Factors such
as domestic economic growth and market conditions, interest rate levels, and political events affect the securities
markets. The earnings prospects of small and medium sized companies are more volatile than larger companies and
may experience higher failure rates than larger companies.
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“Risk Cannot Be Destroyed, 
Only Transformed”

12

In addition to diversifying across assets, investors should also diversify across how they 
manage risk.

Pros Cons

U.S. Treasuries
(Duration)

• Positive expected returns
• Historical “flight-to-safety” in equity 

crises

• Assumes negative correlation with 
equities

Trend Following • Expected to out-perform during 
prolonged market trends

• Less likely to work in sharp market 
reversals and gaps / crashes

Alternative Risk Premia • Positive expected returns
• Low correlation to market returns

• Correlation crashes can lead to 
coincidental drawdowns.

Options • Structured hedge
• Positive exposure to volatility

• High cost
• May not perform well in shallow 

declines.

Trend-following is the systematic process of buying securities that are increasing in price and selling securities that are decreasing in price. Alternative risk
premia are risk factors other than equity and interest rate risk.
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Risk Management Trade-Offs
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Attachment Point
(How bad do things have to 

get before it kicks in?)

Reliability
(How certain am I that 

this will work?)

Cost
(How expensive is it and how 

variable is that cost?)
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Introducing Newfound Risk 
Managed U.S. Growth

14

Long-Term Growth The fund seeks to provide core equity exposure to generate 
long-term growth.

Diversified 
Risk Management

Seeks to reduce drawdowns using a diversified set of risk 
mitigation techniques.

Convexity Hedging (participation) features should increase as markets 
fall (rise).

Capital Efficiency Implements U.S. Treasury exposure via futures market.
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Portfolio Composition
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For illustrative purposes only. Momentum equity typically over-weights stocks that have recently out-performed their peers and under-weights stocks that have under-performed their peers. Call options
give the purchaser the right to buy the underlying asset at a specific time. Trend-following is the systematic process of buying securities that are increasing in price and selling securities that are decreasing
in price. Defensive equity is typically characterized as securities of companies with stronger balance sheets, higher quality earnings, or lower volatility stock prices than peers. Put options give the
purchaser the right to sell the underlying asset at a specific time. U.S. Treasury futures contracts arre an agreement to buy (or sell) a U.S. Treasury bond at a predetermined price at a specified time in the
future.

Core Equity Exposure

• Approximately 30% U.S. momentum equities
• Approximately 30% U.S. defensive equities

Dynamic Equity Exposure

• Approximately 30% U.S. equity trend following 
strategy (ranging from 0-100% invested)

Convexity

• Approximately 2.5% call option ladder
• Approximately 2.5% put option ladder

Treasury Exposure

• Approximately 5% in collateral for actively-
managed U.S. Treasury futures strategy
(ranging from 0-100% notional exposure)

Defense

Dynamic

Growth
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Diversifying our Diversifiers
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-1σ-2σ-3σ 1σ 2σ 3σ

Defensive 
Equities

Trend
Following

Put 
Options

Momentum
Equities

Trend
Following

Call
Options

Active U.S. Treasury Futures Strategy

Momentum equity typically over-weights stocks that have recently out-performed their peers and under-weights stocks that have under-performed their peers. Call options give the
purchaser the right to buy the underlying asset at a specific time. Trend-following is the systematic process of buying securities that are increasing in price and selling securities that are
decreasing in price. Defensive equity is typically characterized as securities of companies with stronger balance sheets, higher quality earnings, or lower volatility stock prices than peers.
Put options give the purchaser the right to sell the underlying asset at a specific time. U.S. Treasury futures contracts are an agreement to buy (or sell) a U.S. Treasury bond at a
predetermined price at a specified time in the future.
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Key Features –
Style and Factor Tilts
The core equity exposure employs a barbell between 
momentum and quality tilts within U.S. equities, seeking to 
generate alpha that offsets the drag from other hedging 
strategies. 

Strengths:
• Positive expected return.

Weaknesses:
• These are diversifying, not hedging exposures.
• Introduce tracking error to broad equity markets.

17

Momentum equity typically over-weights stocks that have recently out-performed their peers and under-weights stocks that have under-
performed their peers. Defensive equity is typically characterized as securities of companies with stronger balance sheets, higher quality 
earnings, or lower volatility stock prices than peers
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Key Features –
Style and Factor Tilts
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Source: MSCI. Calculations by Newfound Research. Returns are hypothetical and backtested. Returns are gross of all fees, including, but not
limited to, management fees, transaction fees, and taxes. Returns assume the reinvestment of all dividends. Data from 6/30/1988 to 11/30/2020.
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Key Features –
Trend Following 
Systematic trend following seeks to increase equity exposure 
when market trends are positive and decrease equity exposure 
when trends are negative.

Strengths:
• Expected to perform well during sustained bear or bull 

markets (strong macroeconomic trends).

Weaknesses:
• Potential for large drawdowns at market inflection points.
• Expected to perform poorly during choppy, range-bound 

markets.

19Trend-following is the systematic process of buying securities that are increasing in price and selling securities that are decreasing in price. 
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Key Features –
Trend Following 
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Source: Kenneth French Data Library. Calculations by Newfound Research. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Returns are gross of all fees,
including transaction fees, taxes, and any management fees. Returns assume the reinvestment of all distributions. Trend following strategy is a 200-day simple
moving average cross-over approach where the strategy holds a broad U.S. equity index when price is above its 200-day simple moving average and invests in the
risk-free asset when price falls below. Not an actual strategy managed by Newfound.
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Key Features –
Equity Options
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The strategy seeks to achieve more stable and consistent 
returns by purchasing put and call options that have the 
potential to create positive returns in extreme market events.

Strengths:
• Positive exposure to market volatility.
• Asymmetric return profile with potentially large payoffs in 

extreme market environments.
• Options are fully funded; maximum downside is known and 

limited to the market value of the options.

Weaknesses:
• Do not necessarily perform well during minor equity moves.
• Returns can be highly path dependent.

Call options give the purchaser the right to buy the underlying asset at a specific time.  Put options give the purchaser the right to sell the underlying 
asset at a specific time. 
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Key Features –
Equity Options
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Source: MSCI; CBOE; Bloomberg. Calculations by Newfound Research. Returns are hypothetical and backtested. Returns are gross of all fees,
including, but not limited to, management fees, transaction fees, and taxes. Returns assume the reinvestment of all dividends. Data from
6/30/1986 to 11/30/2020.
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Key Features –
U.S. Treasuries
The portfolio is overlaid with an active U.S. Treasury futures 
strategy, seeking to include a second, potentially diversifying 
source of returns in a capital efficient manner.

Strengths:
• Potentially diversifying source of return.
• Historically offered “flight-to-safety” characteristics in a market 

crisis.

Weaknesses:
• May not perform well during a rising interest rate 

environment.

23U.S. Treasury futures contracts are an agreement to buy (or sell) a U.S. Treasury bond at a predetermined price at a specified time in the future.
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Key Features –
U.S. Treasuries
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Source: Bloomberg. Calculations by Newfound Research. Past performance does not guarantee future results. See important disclosures at the end of this
presentation. Results are hypothetical and do not include fees or transaction costs. The results do not reflect any strategy managed by Newfound Research.
Performance is gross of all fees and expenses. SPBDUBIT is the S&P U.S. Treasury Bill Index (Total Return); SPUSTTTR is the S&P 10-Year U.S. Treasury Note
Futures Index (Total Return); SPXT is the S&P 500 Index (Total Return); 95% SPXT / 5% SPBDUBIT / 60% SPUSTTTR is a fixed-mix portfolio rebalanced at the
end of each month.
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Holistic Portfolio Design
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Core Style Tilts

The core equity exposure seeks to 
create a barbell between momentum 
and defensive tilts within U.S. equities.

Trend Allocations

The strategy seeks to increase equity 
exposure when market trends are 
positive and decrease exposure when 
trends are negative.

U.S. Treasury Futures Overlay

The portfolio is overlaid with an active 
U.S. Treasury futures strategy, seeking 
to include a second, potentially 
diversifying source of returns in a 
capital efficient manner.

Tail Convexity

The strategy seeks to achieve more 
stable and consistent returns by 
purchasing put and call options that 
have the potential to create positive 
returns in extreme market events.

Momentum equity typically over-weights stocks that have recently out-performed their peers and under-weights stocks that have under-performed their peers. Call options give the purchaser the right to
buy the underlying asset at a specific time. Trend-following is the systematic process of buying securities that are increasing in price and selling securities that are decreasing in price. Defensive equity is
typically characterized as securities of companies with stronger balance sheets, higher quality earnings, or lower volatility stock prices than peers. Put options give the purchaser the right to sell the
underlying asset at a specific time. U.S. Treasury futures contracts is an agreement to buy (or sell) a U.S. Treasury bond at a predetermined price at a specified time in the future.
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Conclusion

26

Diversified The timing and nature of drawdowns is difficult to predict; we seek to 
reduce path dependency with a diversified set of risk mitigators.

Liquid Implemented using highly liquid instruments allowing for daily liquidity.

Convex Hedging (participation) features should increase as markets fall (rise).

Managed Active management to rebalance and monetize hedges when 
appropriate.

Compounding Reducing drawdown during a correction/tail can help improve 
compounded rates of return.
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APPLICATIONS,
SCENARIOS &
PERFORMANCE
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NFDIX Portfolio Applications
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52.5% Stocks

32.5% Bonds

5% “Free”

10% NFDIX

60% Stocks

40% Bonds

The capital efficiency embedded in NFDIX means a 10% allocation to the fund is
approximately equivalent to a 15% allocation to a 50% stock / 50% bond portfolio.

If an investor sells 7.5% from stocks and 7.5% from bonds and allocates 10% to NFDIX, they
end up with approximately identical exposure to stocks and bonds, but have freed up 5% of
their capital for other uses.
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Potential Scenario Analysis
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Expected Positive 
Environments

Expected Negative 
Environments

Core Equity 
Style Tilts

• Positive equity market returns
• Positive style alpha

• Negative equity market returns
• Negative style alpha

Trend Following 
Equity

• Prolonged equity market trends • Sideways equity markets
• Sharp market reversals

Equity 
Options

• Large equity market moves
• Increasing implied volatility

• Small equity market moves
• Declining implied volatility

U.S. Treasury 
Futures

• Declining interest rates
• Positively-sloped yield curve

• Rising interest rates
• Inverted yield curve
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Fund Evolution Timeline
June 2015: The Newfound Risk Managed U.S. Sectors Fund is launched.

July 2019: The Fund introduces U.S. Treasury futures positions.

August 2020: The Fund is renamed as the Newfound Risk Managed U.S. 
Growth Fund.

October 2020: The Fund reduces trend-following exposure and introduces 
momentum and defensive style tilts.

November 2020: The Fund introduces option positions.

30
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Fund Facts and Performance
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Returns in percent (as of 03/31/21) 1st Quarter 2021 6 Months 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year Inception*

NFDIX NAV 0.36% 9.03% 18.28% 3.98% 6.72% 3.71%

50/50 S&P 500/1-3 Year U.S. Treasuries 3.05% 9.33% 25.90% 10.08% 9.10% 7.83%

S&P 500 6.17% 19.07% 56.35% 16.78% 16.29% 13.71%

There is no guarantee that the Fund will achieve its objectives. 
* Inception for NFDIX is June 2, 2015. Inception for S&P 500 is calculated from June 2, 2015. For performance data current to the most recent
month-end, please call toll-free 1-855-394-9777 or visit our website, www.thinknewfoundfunds.com. Current performance may be lower or
higher than the performance data quoted above. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The investment return and principal value of
an investment in the Fund will fluctuate so that investors’ shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. The
Fund’s investment advisor has contractually agreed to reduce its fees and/or absorb expenses until at least July 31, 2021. Without these
waivers, the Class I Shares total annual operating expenses would be 1.51% as of the August 2019 prospectus update. The fee waivers ensure
that the net annual, operating expenses of the Class I Shares will not exceed 1.25% subject to possible recoupment from the fund in future
years. Please review the Fund’s prospectus for more information regarding the Fund’s fees and expenses.

I Share

Ticker NFDIX

CUSIP 66538G56

Investment Minimum $2,000

Net Expense Ratio 1.25%

Gross Expense Ratio 1.51%

Net Assets $45.0mm
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Important Disclosures
1) The S&P 500 Total Return Index is the version of the S&P 500 Index that includes the reinvestment of dividends. The S&P 500

Index is a capitalization-weighted index that includes 500 U.S. large cap companies. The Barclays US 1-3 Year Treasury Bond
Index is an index that includes U.S. Treasury bonds with a remaining maturity between one and three years. The 50/50 S&P 500
/ Barclays US 1-3 Year Treasury Bond benchmark consists of a hypothetical portfolio that is 50% allocated to the S&P 500 Total
Return Index and 50% allocated to the Barclays US 1-3 Year Treasury Bond index, rebalanced monthly.

2) Performance results include the effect of expense reduction arrangements for some or all of the periods shown. If those
arrangements had not been in place, the performance results for those periods would have been lower.

32
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